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Four Pillars Of Leadership Management
Malaysia’s largest tobacco producer is switching tack to manufacturing products that aim to reduce the health risks associated with smoking cigarettes as part of its new business strategy focusing on ...
For British American Tobacco Malaysia, sustainability now ‘front and centre’ of business strategy
September 10 marked the beginning of the selection process for the national program . Its mission is to ensure the operation of 100+ advanced, modern universities in Russia by 2030 that will become ...
ITMO: ITMO Excels in First Stage of Priority 2030 National Program
In June 2020, the Kansas Board of Regents voted to adopt a new strategic plan for the state’s public higher education system, Building a Future. This new plan seeks to help the system better serve ...
Strategic planning
HB’s Learn for Life Approach has four core pillars: Distinguished Academics; Fellowships in Applied Studies; Celebrated Community; and Empowered Girls. The pillars are intended to highlight a ...
Hathaway Brown: Learning for life
Diaceutics PLC (AIM: DXRX), the diagnostic commercialization company, announces the addition of two new Key Opinion Leaders to its Advisory Panel of experts to support and inform the development of ...
Two New Experts Join the Diaceutics Advisory Panel
The third virtual session is part of the four-sessions ‘Digital Next ... This year, the ‘Digital Next Leadership Series’ seeks to provide exclusive and engaging content on the key pillars of ...
Third virtual session of 'Digital Next Leadership Series' to highlight the 'Future of Data'
For those unfamiliar with them, these guiding principles (UNGP) embody three sets of “pillars”—protect, setting forth nation-state obligations, respect, addressing the role of private ...
Lawyers, ESG and the UN Guiding Principles
The September 11 terrorist attacks on the U.S. in 2001 were a major turning point for America's Middle East policy. From the viewpoint of the Bush administration, the Middle East had to be ...
Bush to Biden: Two decades of US failure in the Middle East
Published every week, this series charts how businesses and sustainability professionals are working to achieve their 'Mission Possible' across the campaign's five key pillars - energy, resources, ...
Oxford University's eco-halls and an offshore wind milestone: The sustainability success stories of the week
“In the second quarter, we made meaningful progress executing on the four pillars of our growth strategy ... we are continuing to strengthen our leadership team to drive our commercial strategy ...
ANI Pharmaceuticals Reports Second Quarter 2021 Results
Authentic allyship is one of the central pillars of driving change ... training programme to embed DE&I into hiring processes, performance management systems and leadership development. For the third ...
The HERoes Top 35 Advocates for Women in Business 2021
Marvin Miller surveyed the baseball landscape and came to a radical conclusion: if ballplayers could be convinced to see themselves as blue collar laborers – not unlike the steelworkers ...
Marvin Miller remains “Godfather of it all” to modern MLBPA
Overcoming Challenges with the Four Pillars of Digital Literacy The National Digital Literacy Movement has four fundamental pillars in their curriculum, they are: Digital Ethics, Digital Culture, ...
Tackling the Country's Digital Gap, The Indonesia's Ministry of Communications and Informatics Unveils Free Webinar Series
Hyundai Motor commits to achieve carbon neutrality by 2045; Hyundai’s holistic approach focuses on three pillars: clean mobility, next-generation platforms and green energy; Hyu ...
Hyundai Motor Presents Carbon Neutral Commitment at IAA Mobility 2021
The score comes from an assessment of four key pillars of financial resilience including shock resilience, probability of income shock, financial health and ability to plan for difficulty.
UK facing £371bn savings shortfall despite financial resilience improving
Hong Kong Free Press. After 14 months under Hong Kong’s national security law, critics say that civil society is crumbling – a charge Chief Executive Carrie Lam denied on T ...
Explainer: Hong Kong’s national security crackdown – month 14
Management may make additional forward-looking ... which is under our move operational pillar between our buy and sell pillars. As we mentioned on our last call, with our outsized performance ...
Citi Trends, Inc. (CTRN) CEO David Makuen on Q2 2021 Results - Earnings Call Transcript
across four specific pillars: mobility, power, policy and technology. Speakers will be asked to touch on what lessons can be learned from Europe's policymakers, which seem to have dominated green ...
GenH2, Hydrogen Infrastructure Solutions Leader, to Sponsor and Participate in Virtual H2 View North American Hydrogen Summit 2021 on October 19
San Francisco’s Wise Sons has opened in Culver City with a menu focusing on the pillars of the cuisine – pastrami and Reuben sandwiches, bagels and lox, chocolate babka, latkes and matzoh ball soup, ...
Wise Sons Brings a New Deli With an Old Soul to Culver City
Dr. Avi Kulkarni has over 20 years’ experience in Personalized Medicine and brings a leadership view that integrates four pillars ... Kulkarni previously held management consultancy roles ...
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